
IMPORTANT!

This brochure has been compiled by Daimler AG of Germany or one of its Group Companies to 
provide a general indication only of the range of vehicles, optional extras (for example satellite 
navigation systems, interface and telecommunication kits), accessories, merchandise and/
or products (together, the range is known as the “Products”) available in various countries.  
Some of the Products shown may not be available in Australia, or may only be available in 
a different specification.  Additionally, some Products may only be available in combination 
with others.  Colours may differ slightly from those shown in the brochure, owing to the 
limitations of the printing process.  Products available while stocks last.  Changes may have 
been made to the Products since this brochure was printed.  The information in this brochure 
is therefore indicative, illustrative and provided only for guidance and should not be relied 
upon.  For current information on the availability, design, features and prices of Products 

available in Australia you should contact your local authorised Mercedes-Benz Dealer.
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Star sign
Whether you opt for the classic radiator grille that forms part of the 
CLASSIC and ELEGANCE lines or the sporty, dynamic front-end of the 
AVANTGARDE line, pictured left, both design versions of the new  
C-Class have the same star sign. It’s a sign that symbolises all the 
characteristics you rightly expect to find in a Mercedes-Benz: quality, 
safety and benchmark technology.

And there’s something else that both body variants have in common: 
they offer more choice than ever when it comes to giving your C-Class 
a more individual touch – as this brochure amply demonstrates.  
Accentuate your C-Class’s looks with exclusive ıncenıo designer 
wheels and distinctive styling accessories or expand its transport  
capacity with flexible carrier systems. Seamlessly integrate your iPod 
or treat yourself to the unparalleled luxury of a wood/leather  
steering wheel.

Whatever your choice, there’s one constant throughout: all of the  
products shown on the following pages feature a star symbol. So all 
that you and your C-Class have to do is:

Follow the stars.
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Light-alloy wheels
Styling accessories
Wheel accessories



Pulaha | 5-twin-spoke wheel

ıncenıo designer	wheel	|	Finish:	sterling	silver

Front	axle:
Wheel:	7.5	J	x	18	ET	47	|	Tyre:	225/40	R18

Rear	axle:
Wheel:	8.5	J	x	18	ET	58	|	Tyre:	245/35	R18

Option	for	rear	axle:*
Wheel:	8.5	J	x	18	ET	54	|	Tyre:	255/35	R18

Not compatible with snow chains
* Ensure adequate flaring

Pristix | 7-spoke wheel

ıncenıo designer	wheel	|	Finish:	sterling	silver

Wheel:	7	J	x	16	ET	43	|	Tyre:	205/55	R16

Not for C320 CDI, C320 CDI 4MATIC, C350  
or C350 4MATIC. Not for C280 or C280 4MATIC  

in conjunction with Code 950 and Code 952
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ıncenıo designer wheels

Rounded off to perfection
Good wheel design blends high tech and individual styling. Perfect 
wheel design merits the epithet ıncenıo designer wheel.

The technical challenge is to minimise the unsprung masses while 
maintaining the greatest possible stability. Meeting this challenge 
while also focussing on delivering perfect styling has produced a 
range of spellbinding products: sporty, dynamic or elegant.

Proserpina | 5-spoke wheel

ıncenıo designer	wheel
Finish:	sterling	silver

Wheel:	7.5	J	x	17	ET	47	|	Tyre:	225/45	R17

Option	for	rear	axle
Wheel:	8.5	J	x	17	ET	58	|	Tyre:	245/40	R17

 Not compatible with snow chains

On all light-alloy wheels, use wheel bolt  
A211 401 0370 and the corresponding rim lock  
B6 647 0144 (from spring 2008: B6 647 0155).

Light-alloy wheels are supplied without tyres,  
wheel bolts or hub caps.



On all light-alloy wheels, use wheel bolt  
A211 401 0370 and the corresponding rim lock  
B6 647 0144 (from spring 2008: B6 647 0155).

Light-alloy wheels are supplied without tyres,  
wheel bolts or hub caps.

5-spoke wheel

Finish:	titanium	silver

Wheel:	7.5	J	x	17	ET	47
Tyre:	225/45	R17

Option	for	rear	axle:	
Wheel:	8.5	J	x	17	ET	58
Tyre:	245/40	R17

Not compatible with snow chains

7-spoke wheel

Finish:	titanium	silver

Wheel:	7.5	J	x	16	ET	53	
Tyre:	225/50	R16

Not for C320 CDI, C320 CDI 4MATIC, C350 or 
C350 4MATIC. Not for C280 or C280 4MATIC in 
conjunction with Code 950 and Code 952

12-spoke wheel

Finish:	titanium	silver

Wheel:	7	J	x	16	ET	43	
Tyre:	205/55	R16

Not for C320 CDI, C320 CDI 4MATIC, C350 or 
C350 4MATIC. Not for C280 or C280 4MATIC in 
conjunction with Code 950 and Code 952

Wheel:	7.5	J	x	17	ET	47	
Tyre:	225/45	R17

7-spoke wheel

Finish:	titanium	silver

Wheel:	7	J	x	16	ET	43	
Tyre:	205/55	R16

Not for C320 CDI, C320 CDI 4MATIC, C350 or 
C350 4MATIC. Not for C280 or C280 4MATIC in 
conjunction with Code 950 and Code 952

5-twin-spoke wheel

Finish:	titanium	silver

Wheel:	7.5	J	x	17	ET	47	
Tyre:	225/45	R17

17-spoke wheel

Finish:	titanium	silver

Wheel:	7.5	J	x	17	ET	47
Tyre:	225/45	R17

Option	for	rear	axle:
Wheel:	8.5	J	x	17	ET	58	
Tyre:	245/40	R17

Not compatible with snow chains

7-twin-spoke wheel

Finish:	titanium	silver

Wheel:	7.5	J	x	17	ET	47
Tyre:	225/45	R17

Option	for	rear	axle:
Wheel:	8.5	J	x	17	ET	58

Tyre:	245/40	R17

Not compatible with snow chains

Valve caps
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Mercedes-Benz
light-alloy wheels

Mud flaps
Rim locks
Snow chains
Valve caps
Wheel bolts

Rim locks

Set	consisting	of	coded	key	and		
one	lock	per	wheel

Wheel bolts	|	not	pictured	|

Mud flaps

Protect	the	underbody	and	the	sides	of	the	car	from		
loose	chippings	and	dirt.	For	front	and	rear	axles	

Where vehicle features aerodynamic and styling package, mud flaps can  
only be fitted at front axle. Not suitable for models with sports package,  
AMG models or models with AMG bodystyling

Rudmatic-Disc snow chain system

User-friendly	design,	can	be	fitted	and	removed		
quickly.	A	tough	plastic	ring	protects	your	light-alloy	
wheel	from	scratches



|4|

|2||1|

|3|

High-sheen chromed door  
handle recesses

Round	off	your	C-Class’s		
chrome	finish	and	protect	the		

paintwork	from	scratches.		
Available	as	a	4-piece	set

Chrome-look indicators

Mirrored	indicator	bulbs		
round	off	the	chrome	finish	of	
your	C-Class	to	perfection		
	|	standard	equipment	pictured		
left	|

Hub caps

Protect	the	hub	from	dirt.	Available	in		
the	following	versions:
1	| Classic	Roadster	design	in	blue
2	| Classic	Roadster	design	in	black
3	| Sterling	silver	with	chrome	star	
4	| Titanium	silver	with	chrome	star

High-sheen chromed exterior  
mirror housings

The	high-sheen	chromed	mirror	
housings	are	a	particularly		

distinctive	part	of	the	chrome		
finish	concept	for	the	C-Class
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Door handle recesses 
Exterior mirror housings
Hub caps
Indicator bulbs
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A–E | Aerodynamic and styling package 

The	Mercedes-Benz	aerodynamic	and	styling	package	accentuates	the	design		
of	your	C-Class	in	four	different	areas:	it	comprises	a	two-piece	set	of	front	apron	
spoiler	lips	and	a	two-piece	rear	apron	trim	set,	which	can	be	combined	to		
striking	effect	with	the	rear	diffuser.	A	roof	spoiler	and	rear	spoiler	round	off		
the	package.	To	be	painted	in	body	colour	by	dealer	|	Please	contact	your		
Mercedes-Benz	partner	for	details	of	restrictions	regarding	installation	of	the		
products	shown	here	|
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2-piece	set,	fitted	to	the	standard	bumper,	irrespective	of	line.		
The	distinctive	design	of	the	front	apron	spoiler	lips	is	echoed		
here	at	the	rear,	creating	a	deeper,	broader	look	for	the	rear		
of	the	vehicle	|	Available	for	Saloon	|

E | Rear diffuser 

Distinctive	design	element	made	from	robust	and	durable	polyurethane.	
Ideally	complements	the	2-piece	rear	apron	trim	set.	Designed	to	be		
fitted	to	the	standard	bumper	|	Available	for	Saloon	|

B | Roof spoiler

Elegantly	elongates	the	roof	line	of	your	C-Class	
	|	Available	for	Saloon	and	Estate	|

C | Rear spoiler 

Discreet	spoiler,	fitted	to	the	boot	lid,	subtly		
accentuating	the	rear	contours	of	the	C-Class		
	|	Available	for	Saloon	|

A | Front apron spoiler lips

These	aerodynamic	components	expand	on	the		
C-Class’s	distinctive	features	to	create	a	distinctive		
design,	accentuating	the	elegance	and	dynamism		
of	your	Mercedes-Benz.	2-piece	set	

Note: please contact your Mercedes-Benz partner  
for details of restrictions regarding installation of  
the products shown here

Mercedes-Benz  
styling accessories

Front apron spoiler lips
Rear apron trim
Rear diffuser
Rear spoiler
Roof spoiler
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iPod® integration
Navigation
Telephony



	

|1|
|2|

|3|

Rich, vibrant sounds
The Mercedes-Benz C-Class is an exceptional  
car. But that’s not all. It’s also a navigation centre,  
communications platform or concert hall.

Relax as you head to your meeting thanks to the  
COMAND system’s easy-to-follow navigation  
instructions. And relax on the way back with music  
from your iPod.

However you enjoy your journey, you’re at home  
in your C-Class the moment you take your seat.

Mercedes-Benz iPod® Interface Kit 3

It’s	never	been	easier	to	take	your	favourite	music	with	you	when	you’re	on	the	move.		
The	Mercedes-Benz	Interface	Kit	provides	an	elegant	and	functional	way	to	integrate	your	
iPod	into	your	C-Class’s	audio	system.	The	iPod	is	connected	to	the	system	inside	the		
glove	compartment,	where	it	is	hidden	from	prying	eyes.	While	you’re	on	the	move,	you		
can	scroll	through	the	playlists,	select	songs	and	adjust	the	playback	volume	using	the		
buttons	on	the	multifunction	steering	wheel.	Your	iPod’s	battery	is	also	recharged.	The		
current	status	of	your	iPod	appears	in	the	central	driver’s	display,	helping	you	to	keep	
your	attention	focused	on	the	traffic

To use the iPod Interface Kit, your car must be fitted with the luxury 12-button multifunction steering wheel and the 
4.5" instrument cluster display (optional extra Code 442 for CLASSIC, standard for ELEGANCE and AVANTGARDE).
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 |A|

 |C|

 |B|

iPod holder 3

Black	plastic	holder	for	the	glove	compartment.	
Holds	your	iPod	in	place.	Soft,	flock	surface	protects	
the	player	from	scratches	and	prevents	it	sliding	
around	

iPod	nano	(generations	
1,	2	and	3)

iPod	mini

iPod	(from	4th	generation),	
iPod	video,	iPod	photo,	
iPhone,	iPod	U2,	
iPod	classic,	iPod	touch

It’s	easy	to	control	your	iPod	via	the		
multifunction	steering	wheel:

A | Select	the	iPod	menu	and	scroll		
through	the	options

B | Adjust	the	volume,	playback

C | Display	current	artist/title

iPod/iPhone integration

1 For details and a list of the supported players, please contact any Mercedes-Benz service 
outlet or visit the “Accessories” section of our website: www.mercedes-benz.com 

2 Supported formats MP3, WMA and AAC. For further details, contact your Mercedes-Benz 
partner

3 The Mercedes-Benz Interface Kit allows you to listen to the music on your iPhone. It does  
not support the phone function 

The iPod Interface Kit and the iPod holder are compatible with the following models:  
iPod from 4th generation | iPod video | iPod photo | iPod U2 | iPod mini | iPod nano  
1st, 2nd and 3rd generation | iPod classic | iPod touch | iPhone

iPod/iPhone holder cannot be used in conjunction with Media Interface consumer cables
4 Optional extra Media Interface (Code 518) not available for Audio 20 CD without CD 

changer (Code 523)

Media Interface consumer cables
For models with optional extra “Media Interface” (Code 518) 4

Set	of	3	cables,	designed	to	connect	various	players	(one	at	a	time)	
to	the	pre-installed	Media	Interface	in	the	glove	compartment.		
Allows	you	to	select	tracks	and	adjust	the	playback	via	your	car’s	
audio	system.	

The	current	status	of	your	player	also	appears	in	the	central	driver’s	
display,	helping	you	to	keep	your	attention	focused	on	the	traffic.

Designed	to	connect	iPods1	[2]	and	devices	with	USB2	[1]	or	AUX	[3]



COMAND APS

The	multimedia	system	features	a	fold-out	7"	colour	display	
and	a	hard-drive	navigation	system	for	fast,	high-resolution	
map-based	navigation	throughout	Europe.	The	integral	DVD	
drive	reads	audio	CDs/DVDs	and	video	DVDs.	The	“Music	
Register”	function	allows	the	user	to	copy	and	save	music		
files	and	compressed	audio	files	(e.g.	MP3)	to	a	4	GB	hard		
drive.	These	files	can	be	imported	from	CD,	DVD	or	memory	card

COMAND APS with DVD changer

COMAND	APS	is	optionally	available		
with	a	6-DVD	changer
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Audio 50 APS

Navigation	system	and	car	hi-fi	combined	in	one	unit.		
Dynamic	route	guidance	using	traffic	information		
supplied	by	RDS/TMC.	Navigation	arrows	shown	on	
5"	colour	display.	Radio	features	double-tuner		
receiver	for	FM,	MW,	LW	and	SW,	4-channel	amplifier		
and	DVD	slot	for	audio	CDs/DVDs	or	navigation		
DVD.	The	Audio	50	APS	is	optionally	available	with	a		
6-DVD	changer

Europe navigation DVD for Audio 50 APS

The	whole	of	Europe	on	one	DVD

Audio 20 CD with CD changer

Double-tuner	radio	with	5"	colour	display.	Bluetooth	interface	
with	hands-free	function.	CD	changer	is	MP3-compatible	
	|	not	pictured	|

COMAND APS
Audio 50 APS
Europe navigation DVDs
Audio 20 CD

Europe navigation DVD for COMAND APS

The	whole	of	Europe	on	one	DVD	

Rediscover navigation. In recent years integral navigation  
has made journeys more relaxed, less time-consuming and, above 
all, safer. If you want to continue to enjoy these advantages to 
the full, we recommend that you regularly replace the navigation 
DVD in your navigation system with the latest version. Ensuring 
that the data you’re using matches the roads you’re travelling on. 
And that the only surprises you encounter during your journey 
are of a pleasant nature



	

1 SAP (SIM Access Profile) allows the module to read your  
mobile phone’s SIM card

Mercedes-Benz Bluetooth® telephone module 

Supports	Bluetooth	SAP1	mobile	phones	approved	by		
Mercedes-Benz.	A	wireless	connection	is	established		
between	your	mobile	phone	and	the	Mercedes-Benz		
hands-free	system.	Simply	leave	your	telephone	in	your		
jacket	pocket	–	it	couldn’t	be	more	convenient
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1	|	Nokia	(6300,	6500	Classic,	E71,	6220, 6230,	6230i,	6233,	6070,	6080,	5070)
2	|	Sony Ericsson (W810i,	W800i,	K810i,	K800i,	W880i,	C902,	C702)
3	|	Apple (iPhone,	3G)
4 |	BlackBerry (8300/8310/8320	Curve,	9000	Strom,	8900	Curve,		
	 8100/8110/8120	Pearl)

Bluetooth telephone module
Mobile-phone holders

For further information about using  
the phone while in your car, see our  
Telematics brochure. Ask your  
Mercedes-Benz partner for a copy

Mobile-phone holders

When	it	comes	to	selecting	a	mobile	for	your	Mercedes-Benz,	you’ve	
never	had	so	much	choice.	One	“click”	is	all	it	takes	to	replace	the		
mobile-phone	holder.	It	takes	a	matter	of	seconds	and	is	as	straight-
forward	a	process	as	inserting	the	mobile	into	the	holder	itself.	

Further advantages of the mobile-phone holders:
	 Optimum	reception	quality	as	a	result	of	using	vehicle’s	external	aerial
	 Mobile’s	battery	is	charged
	 Access	to	internal	phone	memory
	 Convenient	operation	using	multifunction	steering	wheel

To	use	a	mobile-phone	holder,	your	car	must	be	factory-fitted	with		
optional	extra	Code 386, Convenience Telephony	

To find out more about the mobile-phone holders and functions 
available for your mobile, go to www.mercedes-benz.com/connect,  
or contact your Mercedes-Benz partner 

Holders	are	available	for	various	current	models	of	mobile	phone:
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Child safety 
Interior appointments



|1|

|3|

|2|

Gripping design
Have you ever had the privilege of driving a  
Mercedes-Benz with a wood/leather steering  
wheel? These masterly creations place  
precision craftsmanship at your fingertips.

It takes 15 intensive processing stages to turn  
elegant fine wood into your car’s central control  
instrument. Of course a Mercedes-Benz steering 
wheel is also packed with technology. But the  
passion with which these stunning one-off items  
are produced is something you can sense. 

Take a hands-on approach. 

Coat hanger

Robust	coat	hanger	made	from	chromed	metal	and	plastic.		
Easy	to	fit	to	the	front	head	restraints.	The	ideal		
way	to	transport	items	of	clothing	without	creasing	them

Cup holder insert for centre console

black,	grained	|	Moveable	arms	secure	up	to	two	drinks	containers		
of	different	sizes*,	holding	them	within	easy	reach.	The	insert	is	
simple	to	fit	to	the	standard	stowage	compartment	in	the	centre	console

*Front/rear	compartment:	max.	diameter	82/74	mm

Wood/leather steering wheel

The	exclusive	wood/leather		
steering	wheel,	with	its	4-spoke		
design,	coordinates	perfectly		
with	the	interior	of	your	C-Class.		
It	not	only	underlines	your		
car’s	dynamic	elegance	but	also		
offers	ergonomic	comfort	with		
its	contoured	thumbrests		
	|	leather:	black	|

Available wood:
1 |	burr	walnut	
2 |	eucalyptus	
3 |	bird’s-eye	maple
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Cup holder 
Illuminated door sill panel
Coat hanger
Wood/leather steering wheel

Illuminated door sill panels

High-quality,	two-piece	door	sill	panels	
made	from	brushed	stainless	steel.		
The	blue	illuminated	Mercedes-Benz		
lettering	is	activated	every	time	you		
open	the	door	to	get	in	or	out.	Available		
as	set	of	2	for	front	doors



|1|

|2|

|3|

Seat covers

Easy-care	polyester	fabric,	available		
in	the	following	designs:	
1 | CLASSIC,	black/flannel	grey
2 | ELEGANCE,	black/flannel	grey/buckskin
3 | AVANTGARDE,	black/flannel	grey

Back cushion

Ergonomic,	individually	adjustable	cushion,		
designed	to	support	the	back	on	long	journeys.	
Available	in	anthracite

Cleanbag

The	ideal	way	to	keep	the	interior	clean	when	you’re		
on	the	move:	the	“Cleanbag”	is	simply	attached	to	the	
net	in	the	front	passenger	footwell	or	to	the	ruffled		
pockets	on	the	back	of	the	front	seats

Luxury head  
restraint cover

anthracite
For	the	head	restraints

Rubber mats, rep mats, velour mats

Durable,	hardwearing	materials.	Available	in	various		
colours	to	match	the	interior.	Can	be	clip-fastened	to	the		
floor	of	the	vehicle	to	prevent	slipping
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Vario bag

Plenty	of	extra	stowage	space	for	the		
really	important	things	in	life.	

Available	in	three	designs:	
1 | “DaimlerSquare”	fabric	(pictured	right)
2 | “Angel	&	Driver”	fabric	(not	pictured)
3 | Alcantara,	java	(not	pictured)

Back cushion
Cleanbag 
Floor mats 
Luxury head restraint cover
Seat covers
Vario bag



Additional interior mirror

Designed	to	help	you	keep	an	eye	on	
what’s	going	on	in	the	rear	of	the	car.	
This	practical	product,	made	from		
shatterproof	safety	glass,	is	simple	to	
snap	into	place

Not in conjunction with optional extra “automatically  
dimming interior mirror” (Code 249)

“DUO plus” child seat

Optimum	safety	for	children	between	the	ages	of	
around	8	months	and	4	years	(9	to	18	kg).	Fitted	
as	standard	with	top	tether,	an	additional	belt		
for	securing	the	head	section,	a	height-adjustable	
shoulder	belt	and	ventilation	channels.	With		
automatic	child	seat	recognition	and	ISOFIX		
attachment	points.	Adjustable	tilt.	Removable,	
washable	“DaimlerSquare”	cover

Mercedes-Benz child seats are available with 
automatic child seat recognition as an option.  
If your car also has automatic child seat  
recognition, the technology automatically  
deactivates the front passenger airbag when  
a child seat with automatic child seat  
recognition is installed on the front passenger 
seat. All child seats are also suitable for use  
in vehicles without ISOFIX attachment points. 

For further information on the Mercedes-Benz 
child safety range, ask your Mercedes-Benz 
partner for a copy of our separate brochure

Cover for integral child seat

Hardwearing,	easy-care		
material.	The	side	bolsters		

offer	additional	support	and	
transform	the	booster-style		

integral	child	seat	|	see	A	|	
into	a	fully	fledged	child		

seat	for	children	up	to	the	age	
of	around	12	(up	to	36	kg)		

|	see	B	|
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The integral child seat

The rear seats of all Mercedes-Benz Saloons 
can be factory-fitted with  integral child seats 
(see A left) as an optional extra. These are  
permanently installed in the vehicle. When 
folded out, they provide a safe and practical 
seat for children weighing between 12.5 and 
36 kg (approx. 2 to 12 years)

Padded play table for integral child seat

Protects	the	child’s	abdomen	when	using	
the	integral	child	seat.	For	children	between	
the	ages	of	around	2	and	4	(12.5	to	18	kg)

Additional interior mirror 
Child seats
Lateral support headrest
Padded play table
Seat covers

“BABY-SAFE plus” child seat

Deep,	moulded	seat	design	offers	extra		
side-impact	protection	for	optimum		
safety.	Special	padding,	designed	to		
protect	particularly	vulnerable	body	
areas	of	children	up	to	around	15	months	
(up	to	13	kg).	Removable,	washable	
“DaimlerSquare”	cover

“KidFix” child seat

Booster	seat	with	height-adjustable	backrest.
Because	it	covers	the	entire	shoulder	area	of
younger	and	older	children,	it	is	very	comfortable	
and	provides	optimum	protection	in	the	event		
of	side	impact.	Fixed	in	place	using	ISOFIX	points	
or	3-point	seat	belt.	Available	with	automatic		
child	seat	recognition	as	an	option.	For	children	
between	the	ages	of	around	3.5	and	12	(15	to	36	kg).	
Removable,	washable	“DaimlerSquare”	cover

Lateral support headrest  
for integral child seat

Supports	your	child’s	head	and	shoulders	
and	enhances	comfort,	particularly	for		
sleeping	child.	Ensures	optimum	seat	belt	
routing	in	conjunction	with	the	integral	
child	seat.	For	children	aged	between	
around	2	and	12	(12.5	to	36	kg).	Cannot	be	
used	in	conjunction	with	cover	for	integral	
child	seat
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Carrier systems

Boot/load compartment  
accessories



|3|

|1|

|2|

|A| |B|

Luggage set	|	for	Mercedes-Benz	roof	box	L	|

Four	bags	made	from	hardwearing,	water-repellent	polyester.		
Tailored	to	the	dimensions	of	the	roof	box	L	|	pictured	below	left	|

Luggage set	|	for	Mercedes-Benz	roof	box	XL	|

Four	bags,	designed	to	make	perfect	use	of	the	space	available	in		
the	roof	box	XL.	Made	from	hardwearing,	water-repellent	polyester.	
Plus	two	matching	ski	bags,	each	designed	to	hold	max.	two	pairs		
of	skis.	Ski	bag	also	available	separately	

Ski rack insert

A	secure	hold	for	up	to	five	pairs	of	skis,	subject		
to	ski	geometry.	For	Mercedes-Benz	roof	box	XL	
	|	pictured	below	|

A	secure	hold	for	up	to	three	pairs	of	skis,	subject		
to	ski	geometry.	For	Mercedes-Benz	roof	box	L	
	|	not	pictured	|	

Mercedes-Benz roof boxes

Elegant,	aerodynamic	design,	made	for	your		
Mercedes-Benz.	High-quality,	extremely	durable		
material.	Available	in	two	colours:	titanium		
metallic	A	and	matt	silver	B

1 | Mercedes-Benz roof box XL

	|	family	box	|	Capacity:	approx.	450	litres.	Available		
with	opening	on	right	or	left.	Optional	accessories:		
luggage	set	and	ski	rack	insert	|	pictured	below	|

2 | Mercedes-Benz roof box L

|	sports	box	|	Capacity:	approx.	330	litres.	Available		
with	opening	on	right	or	left.	Optional	accessories:		
luggage	set	and	ski	rack	insert	|	pictured	below	|

3 | Mercedes-Benz roof box M

	|	weekend	box	|	Capacity:	approx.	400	litres.		
Available	with	opening	on	right	or	left
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Basic carrier bars (for Estate)
Basic carrier bars (for Saloon)
Luggage set
Roof boxes
Ski rack insert
Transport bag

Transport and stowage bag

Robust	bag,	made	from	a	high-quality		
nylon	fabric.	Protects	the	basic	carrier	bars		
and	makes	it	easier	to	transport	them

Design and function
Freedom is a central concept when it comes to  
your Mercedes-Benz. If you want to make the most 
of it, you’ll appreciate the products shown on  
the following pages. After all, the C-Class isn’t just  
a very attractive car – it’s also an extremely  
functional one. 

It goes without saying that the range of genuine  
accessories from Mercedes-Benz echoes these  
qualities. The New Alustyle roof-mounted carrier  
system, for example, features robust, practical  
products, designed to carry a variety of items. 

And because form follows function, these  
products are impressively attractive too.

New Alustyle basic carrier bars	|	for	Saloon	|
New Alustyle basic carrier bars	|	for	Estate	|

The	New	Alustyle	system	opens	up	a	wealth	of		
flexible	options	when	it	comes	to	transporting	
sports	equipment	and	luggage.	Simply	combine		
the	New	Alustyle	basic	carrier	bars	with	a	variety		
of	different	roof-mounted	carriers.	The	basic		
carrier	bars	ensure	the	highest	degree	of	safety		
and	optimum	aerodynamics.	

The	basic	carrier	bars	were	specially	developed		
and	adapted	for	the	C-Class.	They	ensure		
optimum	safety	and	optimum	aerodynamics	
	|	basic	carrier	bars	for	Estate	pictured		
on	page	30	|



The convenient design of the Mercedes-Benz bicycle rack allows the cycle  
to be attached at ground level. The cycle is simply mounted on the  rail  
alongside the vehicle and both are then fitted to the basic carrier bars 

New Alustyle bicycle rack 

Up	to	three	bicycle	racks	can	be	fitted	per	pair	of	basic		
carrier	bars.	Each	bicycle	rack	can	hold	one	bicycle	with	a	
max.	frame	diameter	of	98	mm	(circular	frame	tubes)	or		
110	x	70	mm	(oval	frame	tubes).	The	support	frame	folds	
down	when	not	in	use,	reducing	drag	when	travelling		
without	cycles.	Cycles	can	either	be	attached	to	the	rack	
once	it	has	been	fitted	to	the	roof	or	before	it	is	fitted		
	|	also	pictured	left	|

Coil lock

Designed	to	help	prevent	theft.	
Available	as	an	option	for	the		
bicycle	rack	

Mercedes-Benz Bikes

These	sporty	and	elegant	bikes,	with	their	exclusive	Mercedes-Benz		
design,	are	suitable	for	everyday	all-round	use	and	for	touring.		
For	more	detailed	information,	please	see	our	“Mercedes-Benz	Bikes”	
brochure	|	not	pictured	|
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Bicycle rack
Bikes
Coil lock



The laden bicycle rack can be pivoted downwards, allowing the boot/load 
compartment to be opened

When the rear-mounted bicycle rack is unladen, simply fold down  
the vertical retaining bar to access the boot. This function also allows 
space-saving stowage of the rack when removed

Extension kit for New Alustyle rear-mounted bicycle rack (ECE)

Allows	you	to	add	a	third	cycle	|	pictured	above	|
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Quickpark

Acoustic	warning	system	for	the	rear,	making	precision	parking		
much	easier	and	helping	to	prevent	damage	to	the	vehicle	when		
manoeuvring.	Quickpark	features	trailer	coupling	recognition

New Alustyle rear-mounted bicycle rack for 
trailer coupling

The	rear-mounted	bicycle	rack	is	easy	to		
attach	to	the	trailer	coupling.	A	simple	fold-
down	mechanism	(above	left	on	p	36)	means	
that	the	boot	can	still	be	opened.

Basic	version	for	two	cycles.	Lockable.		
Picture	above	left	shows	optional	extension	
for	a	third	cycle

Trailer coupling

Folds	away	using	control	in	boot/load	
compartment.	Max	drawbar	load:	75	kg		
	|	picture	shows	similar	product	|	

Adapter

For	trailer	with	7-pin	plug

Adapter 
Quickpark
Rear-mounted bicycle rack
Trailer coupling



New Alustyle ski and snowboard rack

“Comfort” | for	up	to	6	pairs	of	skis	or	4	snowboards.		
Lockable.	Practical	pull-out	function	makes		
loading	and	unloading	easier	|	pictured	right	|

“Standard”| for	up	to	4	pairs	of	skis	or	2	snowboards.		
Lockable	|	pictured	above	right	|
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Rectifier

Allows	the	Mercedes-Benz		
coolbox	and	the	coolbag	to	be		
connected	to	a	230V	socket		
at	home

Coolbag

	|	black	|	Fabric	outside	–	plastic		
liner	inside.	Outside	pockets	offer	
plenty	of	room	for	extra	items.		
Capacity:	12	litres.	12V	connection.	
Adjustable	carrying	strap

Coolbox

	|	black/grey	|	Hard	case	with	fabric	cover		
featuring	pockets	for	extra	items.	Cold/hot	
switch.	Capacity:	24	litres.	12V	connection.		
Adjustable	carrying	strap

Ski bag for interior

For	up	to	four	pairs	of	skis.	With	
carrying	strap	and	straps	for		
attaching	to	load-securing	rings		
in	boot/load	compartment	

Coolbag 
Coolbox
Rectifier
Ski bag 
Ski/snowboard rack



Luggage nets

Available	for	the	floor	or	side	of	the	boot/load	compartment,	
the	load	sill	and	the	rear	bench	seat.	Prevent	lightweight		
objects	from	sliding	around	during	your	journey.	All	nets	
are	in	bag	format

Reversible mat

This	reversible	mat	features	high-quality	velour		
on	one	side	and	non-slip	rubber	on	the	other.		

It	not	only	helps	keep	the	original	floor	of	the		
load	compartment	clean	but	the	integral		

load	sill	protection	also	protects	the	load	sill		
from		scratches	|	Available	for	Estate	|

Luggage-securing feature

Ingenious	solution	to	the	problem	of	luggage	which	
slides	around	in	the	boot.	Attaches	securely	around	
the	object	in	question	thanks	to	Velcro	fastening	
	|	Available	for	Saloon	|

Divider

Steel	grille,	designed	to	divide	the	load		
compartment	in	two

Complete partition

Designed	to	protect	the	passenger		
compartment.	With	opening	for	access
|	Available	for	Estate	|
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Non-slip mat 

Black,	fitted

Tie-down strap

Even	heavy	objects	can	be		
secured	in	place	easily	using	
this	strap	|	not	pictured	|

Dividers
Luggage nets
Luggage-securing feature
Non-slip mat
Reversible mat 
Tie-down strap



Shallow boot tub

Non-slip,	suitable	for	transporting		
foodstuffs,	precision	fit

Deep boot tub

The	hygienic	way	to	transport	objects		
in	the	boot/load	compartment.	Suitable		
for	transporting	foodstuffs

Concertina bags  
for	Easy-Pack	system	(load-securing	kit,		
Code	942)

Two	bags	made	from	robust,	washable		
nylon,	attached	to	a	sturdy	aluminium	frame.	
The	frames	are	simply	slotted	into	the		
load	system	strips	in	either	side	of	the	load	
compartment	floor.	Each	bag	features		
two	large	stowage	com	partments	and	has		
two	straps,	making	it	easy	to	remove		
and	carry	|	Available	for	Estate	|
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2-piece	steel	rod	with	patented	connector	and		
cotter	pin.	For	trailer	couplings	and	towing	eyes.	
Approved	for	vehicles	with	a	gross	vehicle		
weight	of	up	to	3.2	t

Boot tubs 
Box of replacement bulbs
Charger unit
Concertina bags
Fluorescent jackets
Stowage crate
Tow rod 

Charger with trickle charge function

With	its	cutting-edge	technology,		
the	Mercedes-Benz	charger	ensures	the		
longest	possible	battery	life.	Available	in		
a	3.6	amp	version	(below)	and	a	25	amp		
version	(not	pictured)

Fluorescent jacket

Already	compulsory	in	many	countries,		
the	bright	orange	and	yellow	fluorescent		
jackets	with	reflective	stripes	are		
con	spicuous	even	in	the	dark.		
Pack	of	two

Box of replacement bulbs

Practical	and	ready	at	hand	when		
needed:	all	the	right	bulbs	for	your		
C-Class.	Supplied	in	protective		
packaging

Stowage crate

Can	be	divided	into	four	sections		
using	the	adjustable	partitioning		
elements.	Ideal	for	transporting		
objects	you	don’t	want	to	tip	over		
or	slide	around.	Full	functionality	
only	in	conjunction	with	the		
shallow	boot	tub
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Mercedes-Benz  
Lifestyle Collection



Carbon pen set

Pen	set	in	black/silver,		
comprising	ballpoint		
and	fountain	pen	with		
carbon	grip

“C” key ring

Key	ring	with	split	ring,	centre		
section	and	articulated	link	in		
brass.	The	key	fob	is	a	replica	of	
the	C	symbol	which	features		
on	the	rear	of	the	car

C as in Collection
C as in character. C as in captivating.  
C as in charisma. 

The world of Mercedes-Benz extends  
beyond the car. Take a little reminder  
of the brand with you when you’re not  
sitting at the wheel of your C-Class.

C as in C-Class.
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Style watch

Water-resistant	to	5	ATM.	Date	feature.	Sandwich-	
structure	dial	with	luminous	underlay.	Case		
made	from	polished	stainless	steel	with	screw	back.		
Hardened	mineral	crystal.	Black	leather	strap.		
Stainless	steel	buckle.	Mercedes-Benz	engraved		
on	back.	Available	with	black	or	silver	dial

Model C-Class | W204

1:43	|	Available	in	tenorite	grey,		
palladium	silver	(pictured)	and		
sanidine	beige	

Model C-Class | S204

1:18	|	Available	in	obsidian	black		
(pictured),	palladium	silver,	tanzanite		
blue,	tenorite	grey	and	cubanite	silver

Samsonite holdall

Lightweight	holdall	with	lockable	outside	pockets.		
Comfortable,	adjustable	shoulder	strap.	Supplied		
with	washbag	and	two	shoe	bags.	Material:	420	denier		
nylon	x	300	denier	polyester.	Colour:	black.		
Size:	63	x	33	x	33	cm

Samsonite washbag 
Washbag,	partitioned	inside	to	keep	contents	tidy.		
Two	spacious	main	compartments.	With	practical	hook		
for	hanging.	Material:	420	denier	nylon	x	300	denier		
polyester.	Colour:	black.	Size:	22	x	28	x	13	cm

Holdall
Key ring 
Model cars 
Pen set
Washbag
Watch
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AMG bodystyling 
AMG light-alloy wheels



AMG bodystyling

For	a	thoroughly	sporty,	dynamic	look,	with	front		
apron,	side	skirts	and	rear	apron	|	also	pictured	on		
pages	48/49	|

Further information on AMG accessories can  
be found in the current AMG accessories brochure
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AMG door sill panels, not illuminated

Chrome-effect

17" AMG 6-twin-spoke wheel | Style IV

AMG	light-alloy	wheel	|	high-sheen

Wheel:	7.5	J	x	17	ET	47	|	Tyre:	225/45	R17

Option	for	rear	axle:
Wheel:	8.5	J	x	17	ET	58	|	Tyre:	245/40	R17
	|	also	pictured	on	page	48	|

18" AMG 5-twin-spoke wheel | Style IV

AMG	light-alloy	wheel	|	high-sheen

Wheel:	8	J	x	18	ET	50	|	Tyre:	225/40	R18

Option	for	rear	axle:	
Wheel:	8.5	J	x	18	ET	54	|	Tyre:	255/35	R18
	|	also	pictured	on	page	50	|

AMG door sill panels, illuminated

Brushed	stainless	steel

AMG floor mats

Embroidered	with	
AMG	lettering

Bodystyling
Door sill panels
Floor mats
Light-alloy wheels



Genuine accessories for the C-Class 

Light-alloy wheels are  
supplied without tyres,  
wheel bolts or hub caps.

Description p Item no.

“C” key ring 46 B6	606	0197
Carbon pen set 46 B6	606	0053
Charger (ECE	version) 43 A000	982	0121
Chrome-look indicator bulbs (ECE) 10 A000	580	2410
Cleanbag 26 A000	840	0674
Coat hanger 24 A000	814	0132
Coil locks  
(for	New	Alustyle	bicycle	rack,	3	mm,	2,	common	key)

34 A000	583	1695

COMAND APS 18 on	request
COMAND APS with DVD changer 18 on	request
Complete partition 40 A204	860	0042
Concertina bags 42 A000	890	0611
Coolbag 39 A000	820	4306
Coolbox 39 A000	820	4206
Cover for integral child seat 28 B6	687	0099
Cup holder 24 A204	680	2391

Deep boot tub (for	Estate) 42 A204	814	0441

Divider 40 A204	860	0342

“DUO plus” child seat (with	automatic	child	seat	recognition) 28 A000	970	1100

Europe navigation DVD for Audio 50 APS 19 on	request

Europe navigation DVD for COMAND APS 19 on	request

Extension kit for New Alustyle rear-mounted bicycle rack (ECE) 36 A000	890	0693

Fluorescent jacket 43 A000	583	0461

Fluorescent jackets (pack	of	2) 43 A000	583	0361

Front apron spoiler lips (set	of	2) 12 A204	880	0208

Description p Item no.

Adapter 37 A000	821	1656	

Additional interior mirror 28 A204	810	2817

Aerodynamic and styling package (primed,	4-cylinder) 12 A204	897	0100

Aerodynamic and styling package (primed,	6-cylinder) 12 A204	897	0200

AMG light-alloy wheels:

18" 5-twin-spoke wheel | Style IV (high-sheen) 51 B6	603	1382

18" 5-twin-spoke wheel | Style IV (high-sheen,	for	RA) 51 B6	603	1383

17" 6-twin-spoke wheel | Style IV (high-sheen) 51 B6	603	1400

17" 6-twin-spoke wheel | Style IV (high-sheen,	for	RA) 51 B6	603	1401

AMG door sill panels, illuminated (set	of	2) 51 B6	602	1063

AMG door sill panels, not illuminated (set	of	2) 51 B6	602	1061

AMG floor mats (LHD,	complete	set,	black) 51 B6	603	7202

AMG front apron 50 B6	603	6640

AMG rear apron (for	Saloon	only) 50 B6	603	6645

AMG side skirts 50 B6	603	6644

Audio 20 CD with CD changer 19 on	request

Audio 50 APS 19 on	request

“BABY-SAFE plus” child seat  
(with	automatic	child	seat	recognition)

29 A000	970	1000

Back cushion 26 A000	970	0690

Box of replacement bulbs (ECE) 43 A204	580	0010
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Description p Item no.

High-sheen chromed door handle recesses (set	of	4) 10 A204	760	1270

High-sheen chromed exterior mirror housings (set	of	2) 10 A204	810	0564

Holdall (Samsonite) 47 B6	606	0180

Hub caps (Roadster	design	in	black) 10 B6	647	0201

Hub caps (Roadster	design	in	blue) 10 B6	647	0120

Hub caps (Roadster	design	in	blue,	new) 10 B6	647	0210

Hub caps (sterling	silver	with	chrome	star) 10 B6	647	0206

Hub caps (titanium	silver	with	chrome	star) 10 B6	647	0202

Illuminated door sill panels (set	of	2,	front) 25 A204	680	3635

ıncenıo designer wheels

Pristix1 | 7-spoke wheel | 16" 06 A204	401	2602

Proserpina1 | 5-spoke wheel | 17" (FA) 07 A204	401	2702	9709

Proserpina1 | 5-spoke wheel | 17" (RA) 07 A204	401	2802	9709

Pulaha1 | 5-twin-spoke wheel | 18" (FA) 06 A204	401	2902

Pulaha1 | 5-twin-spoke wheel | 18" (RA)	
(tyre:	245/35	R18)

06 A204	401	3002

Pulaha1 | 5-twin-spoke wheel | 18" (RA)		
(tyre:	255/35	R18)

06 A204	401	5402

iPod holder 17 on	request

1 Finish: sterling silver
2 Finish: titanium silver

Description p Item no.

“KidFix” child seat  
(with	automatic	child	seat	recognition)

29 A000 970 1800 9G43

“KidFix” child seat  
(without	automatic	child	seat	recognition)

29 A000 970 1900 9G43

Lateral support headrest 29 A204	970	4850

Light-alloy wheels

5-spoke wheel2 | 17" (FA) 08 A204	401	2702	9765

5-spoke wheel2 | 17" (RA) 08 A204	401	2802	9765

5-twin-spoke wheel2 | 17" 08 A204	401	0402

7-spoke wheel2 | 16" (tyre:	225/50	R16) 08 A204	401	0202

7-spoke wheel2 | 16" forged	wheel (tyre:	205/55	R16) 08 A204	401	1102

7-twin-spoke wheel2 | 17" (FA) 08 A204	401	0502

7-twin-spoke wheel2 | 17" (RA) 08 A204	401	0302

12-spoke wheel2 | 16" 08 A204	401	0602

12-spoke wheel2 | 17" 08 A204	401	0002

17-spoke wheel2 | 17" (FA) 08 A204	401	1202

17-spoke wheel2 | 17" (RA) 08 A204	401	0102

Luggage net, floor of boot (for	Saloon) 40 A204	868	0074

Luggage net, load sill (for	Saloon) 40 A204	868	0174

Luggage net, side of boot (for	Saloon) 40 A204	868	0274

Luggage-securing feature 40 A001	987	1414

Luggage set (for	MB	roof	box	L) 32 A000	890	0411

Luggage set (for	MB	roof	box	XL) 32 A000	890	0511

Luxury head restraint cover 26 A204	970	1888



Genuine accessories for the C-Class 
Description p Item no.

Media Interface consumer cables 17 A001	827	7004

Mercedes-Benz Bluetooth (SAP) telephone module 20 on	request

Mercedes-Benz iPod Interface Kit3 (ECE) 16 on	request

Mercedes-Benz roof box M (titanium	metallic,	opens	on	right) 32 A000	840	2562	

Mercedes-Benz roof box L (titanium	metallic,	opens	on	right) 32 A000	840	2362

Mercedes-Benz roof box XL (titanium	metallic,	opens	on	right) 32 A000	840	2762	

Mobile-phone holders
The range is constantly being extended.  
Please contact your Mercedes-Benz partner for details

21 on	request

Model car | 1:43 (palladium	silver) 47 B6	696	2371

Model car | 1:18 (obsidian	black) 47 B6	696	2349

Mud flaps (front	set) 09 A204	890	0078

Mud flaps (rear	set) 09 A204	890	0178

3 Please contact your dealer for details of availability

Description p Item no.

New Alustyle basic carrier bars (for	Saloon) 33 A204	890	1393

New Alustyle bicycle rack 34 A000	890	0293

New Alustyle rail-mounted basic carrier bars (for	Estate) 33 A204	890	1493

New Alustyle rear-mounted bicycle rack  
for trailer coupling (ECE)

37 A000	890	0593

New Alustyle ski and snowboard rack | Comfort 38 A000	890	0393

New Alustyle ski and snowboard rack | Standard 38 A000	890	0493

Non-slip mat (fitted,	for	vehicles	without	Code	287) 41 A204	684	0205

Padded play table for integral child seat 29 B6	687	0098

Quickpark 37 A204	870	0390

Rear apron trim, primed,	for	4-cylinder 13 A204	880	0008

Rear apron trim, primed,	for	6-cylinder 13 A204	880	0108

Rear diffuser, primed 13 A204	884	0008

Rear spoiler, primed 13 A204	793	0188

Rectifier 39 A000	982	0021

Rep floor mats (LHD,	complete	set,	black) 26 A204	680	4948	9G32

Reversible mat 40 A204	680	0046

Rim locks 09 B6	647	0144

Roof spoiler, primed	(for	Estate) 13 A204	793	0288

Roof spoiler, primed	(for	Saloon) 13 A204	793	0088

Rubber floor mats (LHD,	complete	set,	black) 26 A204	680	4348	9G33

Rudmatic-Disc snow chain system (tyres:	205/55	R16) 09 A204	583	0116
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Description p Item no.

Safety tow rod 43 A000	890	0224

Seat covers 26 on	request

Shallow boot tub (for	Estate) 42 A204	814	0341

Ski bag (single,	for	MB	roof	box	L	and	XL) 32 A000	846	0806

Ski bag for interior 39 B6	766	0022

Ski rack insert (for	MB	roof	box	L) 32 A000	840	4718

Ski rack insert (for	MB	roof	box	XL) 32 A000	840	4818

Stowage crate 43 A000	814	0041

Style watch (black	dial) 47 B6	606	0186

Style watch (white	dial) 47 B6	606	0185

Description p Item no.

Tie-down strap 41 A000	890	0294

Trailer coupling (fold-away	design) 37 on	request

Transport and stowage bag 33 A000	890	0111

Valve caps 08 A203	401	0036

Vario bag (Alcantara,	java) 27 A000	899	2061

Vario bag (Angel	&	Driver) 27 A000	899	1861

Vario bag (DaimlerSquare) 27 A000	899	1961

Velour floor mats (LHD,	complete	set,	black) 26 A204	680	2148	9F95

Washbag (Samsonite) 47 B6	606	0181

Wheel bolts 09 A211	401	0370

Wood/leather steering wheel 
(wood:	bird’s-eye	maple	|	leather:	black)

24 on	request

Wood/leather steering wheel 
(wood:	burr	walnut	|	leather:	black)

24 A204	460	2003

Wood/leather steering wheel
(wood:	eucalyptus	|	leather:	black)

24 A204	460	2103



Please note: changes may have been made to the products since this brochure went to press (30.06.2009). The manufacturer reserves the right to make changes to the design, form, colour 

and specification during the delivery period, provided these changes, while taking into account the interests of the vendor, can be deemed reasonable with respect to the purchaser. Where 

the vendor or the manufacturer uses symbols or numbers to describe an order or the subject of an order, no rights may be derived solely from these. The illustrations may show accessories 

and items of optional equipment which are not part of standard specification. Colours may differ slightly from those shown in the brochure, owing to the limitations of the printing process. 

This brochure has been compiled by Daimler AG of Germany and is distributed internationally. It provides a general indication of the range of models, features, optional extras and/or 

colours available in various countries. Some of the models, features, optional extras and/or colours may not be available in your country or may only be available in a different specification. 

Additionally some models, features, optional extras and/or colours may only be available in combination with others. For current and more specific information in relation to the range  

of models, features, optional extras and/or colours available in your country, and their pricing, you should contact your nearest authorised Mercedes-Benz Passenger Car Dealer.
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